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Background: Experiments are often used as a means to continuously validate user needs and to aid in making software development decisions. Involving users in 
the development of software products benefits both the users and companies. How software companies efficiently involve users in both general development and in 
experiments remains unclear; however, it is especially important to determine the perceptions and attitudes held by practitioners in different roles in these companies. 
Objective: We seek to: 1) explore how software companies involve users in software development and experimentation; 2) understand how developer, manager and UX 
designer roles perceive and involve users in experimentation; and 3) uncover systematic patterns in practitioners’ views on user involvement in experimentation. The 
study aims to reveal behaviors and perceptions that could support or undermine experiment-driven development, point out what skills could enhance experiment- 
driven development, and raise awareness of such issues for companies that wish to adopt experiment-driven development. 
Methods: We conducted a survey within four Nordic software companies, inviting practitioners in three major roles: developers, managers, and UX designers. We 
asked the respondents to indicate how they involve users in their job function, as well as their perspectives regarding software experiments and ethics. 
Results and Conclusion: We identified six patterns describing experimentation and user involvement. For instance, managers were associated with a cautious user 
notification policy, that is, to always let users know of an experiment they are subject to, and they also believe that users have to be convinced before taking 
part in experiments. We discovered that, due to lack of clear processes for involving users and the lack of a common understanding of ethics in experimentation, 
practitioners tend to rationalize their perceptions based on their own experiences. Our patterns were based on empirical evidence and they can be evaluated in 
different populations and contexts. 
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(. Introduction 
Software development companies are increasingly utilizing user
nd product data to guide their development decision-making [13,15] .
xperimentation with users is often used to understand user behavior
nd needs as they interact with products and services. The benefits
f experimentation involving users is recognized by both academia
nd industrial research conducted by well-known software companies
uch as Google [34] and Microsoft [12] . However, how and where to
nvolve users and how to run experiments with them is often shaped by
ompany contexts, existing practices and the varying perspectives and
ttitudes of practitioners. Currently, not many studies have investigated
he reality of these issues in software development companies. 
Thus, this paper presents a survey study that was conducted with
oftware companies to investigate the status of existing software devel-
pment and user involvement practices, the perspective of the practi-
ioners in involving users in their product or service development, and
ow software experiments are currently understood. The views of prac-
itioners in different roles can help companies better understand and
nhance the practice of experiment-driven development. The need for
he study emerged in the context of a large Finnish research program 1 
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 http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/ ) hat aimed to enhance Finnish ICT companies’ ability to deliver value
n real time. Besides providing insights at the company level and at the
unctional role level of their staff, this study identified six patterns of
erceptions and attitudes with respect to software experiments and user
nvolvement, based on the data analysis of different practitioner groups.
he patterns contribute to theory development in understanding how
ractitioners reason during the experiment design process. 
The survey included four general sections: background, current
tatus of software development, experimentation, and ethics. The
reliminary results of the ethics section, in particular the ethics of
otifying and involving users in experiments, have been reported in
he author’s prior work [38] . The full analysis of survey responses with
espect to all survey sections is reported in this publication. 
The results show that there are no mutually exclusive groups of prac-
itioners who think fundamentally differently about user involvement
nd software experiments, but rather several patterns that reflect dif-
erences in perceiving and practising experiment-driven development
ith user involvement. For instance, wide data collection, i.e., collect-
ng rich and detailed data from users even without having an up-front
ssumption or hypothesis, was preferred by a large group of develop-
rs, whereas UX designers and managers tended to opt for focused data.fi (T. Mikkonen). 
 December 2019 
ticle under the CC BY-NC-ND license. 
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 ollection. Allowing exceptions in user notification in experiments, e.g.,
hat it is acceptable not to disclose some experiment details to users, was
ssociated with the perception that users would like to take part in ex-
eriments. On the other hand, cautious attitudes about user notification,
.e., that users should always be notified, was associated with the per-
eption that users should be convinced of the benefits of an experiment
efore taking part in it. 
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents the
ackground and related work relevant to this study. The study’s research
ethod, including the research questions and research design, are pre-
ented in Section 3 . Results of the study are described in Section 4 ,
hich presents the results of the survey responses at both company and
ole levels, as well as patterns that emerged from the entire set of survey
esponses. Section 5 discusses the results in relation to the research
uestions, and Section 6 expands on the implications and limitations of
he study. The conclusions and potential future work are in Section 7 . 
. Background and related work 
Software companies seek methods to assess and evaluate the user
alue and success of their products. Collecting product and user data
o continually guide decision-making processes is a practice that has
eceived increasing attention, especially in the last decade [13] . Big
ompanies like Microsoft are reported to run tens of thousands of
xperiments every year across dozens of products [12] . Approaches in
hich product decisions are guided based on experiments involving
sers, while varying in detail and implementation, can be termed
xperiment-driven software development . Despite the increasing attention,
here are not many studies that offer an understanding of organizational
ontexts and practitioners’ standpoints with respect to involving users
s participants in experiments. 
Involving users in software development has a long history and has
merged in various research sub-disciplines of software engineering,
uch as participatory design, user-centric design, usability engineering,
uman computer interaction, requirements engineering, and informa-
ion systems [2,13] . For instance, participatory design has been an
mportant field of research in which software users make effective con-
ributions to reflect their needs and perspectives [27] . Likewise, while
he emphasis in participatory design is on democratic participation
nd skill enhancement, usability engineering is the process of defining,
easuring and improving the usability of products, and overlaps with
ser-centric design principles [24] . Gould and Clayton proposed three
ain principles of user-centric design in the 1980s: 1) early focus on
sers and tasks; 2) empirical measurement; and 3) iterative design
17] . Similarly, human computer interaction seeks to improve the
sability of human-computer interfaces [18] . These principles are
idely followed and they have inspired other development approaches.
hey can be used as instantiations or parts of an experiment-driven
oftware development approach. 
However, the means of involving users in software development
rocesses have also been transforming in attempts to adapt to new
evelopment approaches. For instance, in their systematic literature
eview on customer feedback and data collection techniques, Fabijan
t al. [13] report that experiments, such as A/B tests, are a common
ata collection technique, especially in the domain of Web 2.0 and
oftware-as-a-service (SaaS). Yaman et al. [41] also report in their
iterature review that experiments and tests are one of the most fre-
uently used methods to collect user data, especially since 2009. With
xperiments, users are involved in shaping the software product and
ervices by being subject to software experiments. 
It is important to note that experimentation in software engineering
s not a new topic of interest; research sub-disciplines such as evidence-
ased software engineering and empirical software engineering have
een emphasizing the need for empirical studies to develop or improve
rocesses, methods, and tools for software development and mainte-
ance since the1970 ′s [5,22] . However, experimentation as a term o  as been used inconsistently by software engineering researchers and
ractitioners. Sjoberg et al. [33] in their survey study on experimenta-
ion in software engineering, reveal that the term experiment has often
een used to refer to any empirical studies in general. In recent years,
ontrolled experiments, mostly in the form of A/B tests, have been used
y web-facing companies to continually improve their systems [26] , as
hey help companies to establish a causal relationship between a vari-
tion, such as a new feature or a change, in their system and observed
ser behavior [23] . While these experiments often take place at the post-
eployment stage of a product, there have also been attempts to enable
xperimentation at early stages of software development, especially to
est business ideas, models and concepts early on. For instance, the con-
inuous experimentation approach emphasizes the need to support re-
earch and development (R&D) decisions through iteratively conducting
xperiments, in which hypotheses are closely linked to business goals. 
Continuous experimentation has been receiving increasing atten-
ion as a software development approach in which R&D activities
re driven by iteratively conducting experiments and collecting user
eedback [15,31] . Fagerholm et al. [14] emphasize the need to observe
ser behavior continuouslythrough field experiments that are derived
rom business strategies and finding out what the user wants. A recent
apping study by Ros and Runeson [32] provides a general definition
or continuous experimentation: “conducting experiments in iterations ”.
hey add that it is “a general term for a wide variety of experiments
nd the implications of experiments on the whole software engineer-
ng process ”. In continuous experimentation, users are consequently
nvolved in the decision-making process as experimental subjects,
roviding data by interacting with the experimental materials, such as
he software features being developed or related design artifacts. The
roduct value is tested by observing actual user behavior rather than
elying on secondary sources, opinions, or assumptions. This leads to a
ransformation from agile software development to continuous business
xperiments and business model evaluations [21,28] . In addition,
&D as an experiment system is then driven by real-time customer
eedback [28] . 
Several experimentation models have been proposed in the software
evelopment literature. Fagerholm et al. introduce the RIGHT model,
hich builds on the build-measure-learn (BML) loop as a means to test
roduct assumptions iteratively [15] . In each BML iteration, experi-
ents derived from business vision are conducted, and thus business
alue is evaluated through each iteration. Olsson et al. introduce a qual-
tative/quantitative customer-driven development model and view user
equirements as hypotheses that need to be validated with experiments
uring the development cycle [29] . These hypotheses can emerge from
arious channels such as business strategies or customer feedback.
imilarly, other models such as the innovation experiment systems
odel [7] and early stage software startup development model [6] also
ollow the BML principle introduced by the Lean Startup approach
30] – testing hypotheses in BML loops. The loop starts with identifying
 hypothesis to be tested, and continues with building minimum
iable products (MVP) for data collection and learning from what is
easured [30] . 
Furthermore, Yaman et al. [40] identified core elements of exper-
mentation arising from experimentation models including feedback
oop, hypotheses, MVPs, data collection methods and analysis. Short
eedback loops enable data collection in order to evaluate the assump-
ions rapidly. Assumptions are formed as testable hypotheses, and they
an be derived from business strategies or an ongoing validation cycle.
VPs refer to the smallest possible set of functionalities of a product
hat is to be tested against pre-defined hypotheses. In order to perform
he experiment, different data collection methods can be followed, such
s qualitative, qualitative or mixed methods. The data collected should
e analyzed with respect to hypotheses to see if they are validated or
alsified. 
On the other hand, continuous experimentation is a software devel-
pment approach that involves experiments targeted at users of software
S. Yaman, F. Fagerholm and M. Munezero et al. Information and Software Technology 120 (2020) 106244 
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r  roducts, who are human subjects, and it involves collecting data from
hem. Therefore, ethical issues and principles have to be taken into
ccount in the design, execution and analysis of experiments and involv-
ng users in experiments, as well as the methods and tools used for data
ollection. While there is a significant amount of literature on ethics in
cientific research, and an abundance in business ethics research (see,
.g., [35] ), little has been published on ethics in continuous experimen-
ation specifically (our prior research being one exception [38] ). What
thical aspects play the largest role in continuous experimentation in
he field, and how practitioners reason about those aspects, is unclear.
n this paper, we do not seek to define a new normative ethic for
ontinuous experimentation, but rather understand empirically what
thical aspects are considered by practitioners and how. There can be
any ethical concerns in principle, but a few key questions appear
o be important when a company is starting their first experiments.
ata collection in general is subject to several considerations, such
s informed consent and protection of privacy. Whether the user is
otified of an experiment up-front, or whether personal information is
ollected through experiments, are important issues to clarify. Other
rst considerations include the potential harm done to participants and
he risk to the company if it is involved in ethical breaches. 
Practitioners could turn to the scientific literature or tradition for
uidance on ethical concerns. Several guidelines have been proposed in
he existing literature for involving users in experiments. For example,
inson and Singer [36] identified four key principles for conducting
mpirical studies involving human subjects: 1) Subjects must give their
nformed consent for their participation; this implicitly includes the
equirement to notify users in order to allow them to give consent.
) Before conducting experiments, it is important to assess whether
he benefits outweigh the harm, risks, and efforts, and whether the
btained user data will really be trustworthy, whether the experiment
esults can be used for decision making, and whether the time spent
n experiments is worthwhile. 3) Experimenters must take all possible
easures to maintain confidentiality. 4) The experiment should have
alue in order to motivate subjects to expose themselves to the risks. 
In light of Vinson and Singers’ first two principles, Yaman et al. per-
ormed prior work on a part of this study on ethics, and reported on how
ractitioners in software companies understand the ethical aspects of in-
olving users [38] . The results revealed that employees in different roles
n software companies perceive ethical issues and attitudes differently.
or instance, while managers are more cautious about customer-
ompany relationships, UX designers were found to be more familiar
ith experimentation practices. With the full data analysis in this paper,
e examine how previous findings match up with the new findings. 
In order to better understand the continuous experimentation
pproach and user involvement, it is important to investigate existing
oftware development methods and tools. Arriving at this understand-
ng requires an examination of organizational context and existing ways
f working, as well as practitioners’ standpoints, since organizational
hanges often begin at the individual level [10] . In this paper we report
n a survey aimed at addressing these issues. 
. Research method 
To gain an understanding of ongoing software development and
ser involvement activities, as well as experimentation involving users
t software development organizations, we designed and conducted a
urvey. In this section, we describe the research questions, research
esign, data collection, and data analysis. 
.1. Research questions 
We sought to answer the following research questions: 
1. How do software companies involve users in software development
and experimentation with software products and services? c2. How do developer, manager and UX designer roles perceive and in-
volve users in experimentation? 
3. What patterns emerge from practitioners’ views on user involvement
in experimentation? 
The first research question aims to address companies’ ongoing user
nvolvement practices in general software development and particularly
n experimentation. The second question focuses on understanding
xperimentation with users from the points of view of different job
unctions. For instance, we seek to understand what a UX designer con-
iders common user data collection methods. Finally, the last question
xamines the dataset of the survey responses as a whole, to uncover
mportant associations between different questions of the survey. Such
ssociations can take the form of patterns that relate different aspects of
orking with experiment-driven software development. For instance,
iven that a respondent is a developer and given that (s)he has more than
ve years of experience, how likely is it that they agree with the following
tatement: “Users do not need to know that they are involved in an experi-
ent ”? The purpose is to uncover patterns that can be used to construct
heory that allows reasoning regarding the choices made in designing
xperiments and working with an experiment-driven approach. 
.2. Survey design 
An online survey was used to collect data from industry respondents.
he survey included a background section to collect demographic data,
nd sections that addressed user involvement and experimentation
ractices, and attitudes and ethical concerns towards involving users
n experimentation. To accommodate differences in the companies, the
urvey was constructed as a template so that certain items were tailored
o each company (e.g., using company-specific job position titles). The
urvey template is provided in Appendix A . 
The survey was iteratively designed by three researchers, taking
xisting survey and questionnaire research into consideration (e.g.,
8,42] ). We developed a conceptual framework based on prior research
nd our own observations from prior studies with companies. In partic-
lar, we used insights developed and questions raised by practitioners
uring our research with two companies that were introducing contin-
ous experimentation [39,40] . The framework consisted of three main
reas: i) the current state of involving users in software development,
i) views on experimentation with users, and iii) views on notifying and
nvolving users. 
These areas are reflected in the survey structure, with three sections
ollowing a background section. 
The first area is intended to probe the current state of user involve-
ent in the company. Based on prior research by us and others, we
ssumed that involvement may differ in terms of software life-cycle
tages but also in terms of how information from involvement is
ccessed, disseminated, and used inside the company, and in the means
f obtaining information from users – ranging from direct observation
nd interaction during or after use to automatic recording or logging of
ser actions. Furthermore, we assumed that there may be differences
n the closeness between persons in the company and the users. 
The second area is intended to probe perceptions of what constitutes
n experiment, the kind of data collected, and the reasons for collecting
t. As there are many ways to carry out an experiment operationally,
here may be differences in how practitioners think about them. For
xample, A/B tests can be carried out by delivering two software
ersions to two groups of users and inviting them to a structured
nterview to collect data on how they were received, but they can also
e carried out by tracking a specific outcome variable without further
nteraction with the users. A/B tests can also be more and less rigorous,
ith varied attention to sample randomization and statistical power.
here are trade-offs between the alternatives that practitioners must
esolve when carrying out an experiment, for example, the effort and
ost to obtain and analyze data, and the richness of the data obtained. 
S. Yaman, F. Fagerholm and M. Munezero et al. Information and Software Technology 120 (2020) 106244 
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n  Based on this reasoning, and our prior observations, we identified
hree conceptual dimensions to investigate within this area. The first
oncerns whether to always gather as much data as possible or to collect
ata only when there is a specific question to test. We observe that it
ight be easy to add logging of user actions to applications, yielding
arge amounts of data that could be mined for interesting patterns.
he conceptual opposite is to carefully design the data collection with
espect to specific questions of interest and collect only information
elevant to those questions. The second dimension concerns the balance
etween qualitative, rich data and quantitative, specific data. Rich,
ualitative data, such as recordings of usage sessions, could be used to
nswer complex questions and retain contextual information. Specific,
uantitative data, such as key metrics on certain user actions, lends
tself well to statistical analysis. Finally, the third dimension concerns
he degree of active involvement on the part of users. On the one hand,
sers can be invited to collaborate closely with developers, creating a
ialogue. On the other hand, users can be observed while they carry
ut their regular tasks without actively involving them. 
The third area is intended to investigate the perceptions of the ethics,
rustworthiness, and required resources of experiments. This area was
aised as an important concern by participants in our prior studies
ho were starting to design and carry out their first experiments. We
onstructed a scale that captures different aspects of experimentation,
ncluding ethical and operational concerns. For example, in some psy-
hological experiments, users’ awareness of being experimented on can
ias the results. It may be defensible to carry out such experiments pro-
ided that the harm done is negligible. In scientific experimentation, it is
onsidered obligatory to disclose this to participants afterwards, and to
llow them to withhold consent to use the data. We constructed another
cale that captures different aspects of trustworthiness and required
esources. We assumed that there may be differences in how experimen-
ation is perceived when practical limitations are taken into account
such as the time available and the expectations that may be raised
mong users when they are exposed to tentative software versions. 
The conceptual framework described here was a guide to designing
he survey, and while it stems from empirical observations in the related
iterature and by ourselves, it was not intended as a result in itself. In op-
rationalizing the conceptual areas and dimensions, we did not assume
hat they would be polar opposites and instead allowed respondents to
ndicate their agreement with each end of the dimensions separately.
n other words, we allowed respondents to indicate both agreement
nd disagreement with both ends of a dimension simultaneously. Thus
e hoped to capture patterns that we could not have foreseen. 
While operationalizing our general framework into the final survey,
e formed questions using various design techniques and elements,
ncluding check-box, radio button, drop-down selections, open text
elds and Likert-type scales [16] . Likert-type scale questions were
artly organized hierarchically and intentionally overlapping: general
tatements (e.g. “Users do not need to know they are involved ”) were
ollowed by more specific statements (e.g. “Users can be involved in an
xperiment without their knowledge if we let them know afterwards ”).
his was done to allow respondents to express general attitudes as well
s exceptions under special conditions. Respondents rated the state-
ents on a five-point scale, ranging from “strongly agree ” to “strongly
isagree ”. The option “I don’t know ” was also provided and counted asTable 1 
Description of surveyed companies and target groups. 
Company Company type and domain 
A A division of a very large telecommunicat
B A large information security company 
C A medium-sized company providing a use
D A large digital consultancy providing soft
Survey companies were mostly located in the Nordic c
The target group represents the population size the su missing answer. Furthermore, open text field questions were designed
o collect rich and free-form data from the respondents. They included
uestions such as: “Please describe a typical experiment you have seen
r been involved with in your company, including the roles. ”
Before deploying the survey, the background section in particular,
ut also the other sections where applicable, were tailored so that terms
nd concepts matched the contexts of the companies. For instance,
ractitioner roles were tailored to match the actual titles or job defini-
ions in each company. Furthermore, we used the terms “customer ” and
user ” involvement interchangeably in the survey in order to refer to
he primary user – someone who uses the relevant software in each com-
any context. For instance, for the employees of Company C, “user ” is
he relevant term as the company has direct access to users, whereas for
ompany D, which is a consultancy company, “customer ” is the party
or whom the products are developed. We maintained a mapping be-
ween company-specific job titles and the role categories we considered
ost prominent in software companies: “developers ” (persons per-
orming technical duties, such as programmers, architects, and testers),
managers ” (e.g., team, product, or line managers), “UX designers ”
e.g., persons involved in planning user interfaces, usability, and visual
esign of user interfaces), and “other ” (e.g., office administrators and
ales). At this stage, we considered such a coarse-grained division to be
ppropriate, given the lack of prior work on the subject. The mappings
etween company terminology and concepts in our framework were
reated by interviewing a company representative to ensure accuracy. 
.3. Data collection and analysis 
The survey was administered in four different software companies
ased in Finland, though respondents were distributed over the com-
anies’ offices in Europe and the United States. Table 1 gives a brief
escription of the companies and the size of the target group. Data was
ollected for two weeks in each company from November 2016 to April
017. 
In each company, a division or team deemed relevant by a company
ontact person was selected as the target group. The relevance was
etermined through discussion, especially according to whether the
embers of the target group were engaged in work activities related
o software used outside the company and whether their mode of work
ncluded obtaining information about users. We deployed the survey
s a web-based, company-specific on-line form. The contact person in
ach company distributed a link to the form directly to the target group
n the respective company. A reminder was sent after roughly one
eek. A total of 130 practitioners from the four companies responded
o the survey. The respondents remained anonymous to the researchers
t all stages. Company-specific response numbers are shown in Table 2 .
As the survey included different types of questions, e.g., Likert-scale
s well as open questions, there was both quantitative and qualitative
ata to analyze. Therefore, we used both quantitative and qualitative
ata analysis methods. First, we pre-processed the data from each of the
our companies, so that it could be merged into a single dataset. As the
urvey was designed so that the background section (e.g. job functions)
nd terminology (e.g. user vs. customer) was different for each of the
our companies, we transformed the raw data into a consistent form with
ew categories for further operations such as comparisons or aggrega-Target group 
ions network company 231 people 
25 people 
r interface development toolkit 135 people 
ware development services 397 people 
ountries but operated globally. 
rvey was sent to in each company. 
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Table 2 
Demographics of the survey respondent sample. 
Company A Company B Company C Company D Total 
Developers 20 (57%) 1 (13%) 6 (29%) 44 (66%) 71 (55%) 
Managers 10 (29%) 6 (75%) 4 (19%) 3 (0.5%) 23 (18%) 
UX 2 (0.6%) - 4 (19%) 16 (24%) 22 (17%) 
Others 3 (0.9%) 1 (13%) 7 (33%) 3 (0,5%) 14 (10%) 
Total 35 8 21 66 130 
Women 5 (14%) 1 (13%) 0 (0%) 6 (9%) 12 (9%) 
Men 27 (77%) 6 (75%) 21 (100%) 57 (86%) 111 (85%) 
Not specified 3 (9%) 1 (13%) 0 (0%) 3 (5%) 7 (5%) 
Team size (mean) 6–10 > 20 6–10 6–10 6–10 people 
Age range (mean) 41–50 40 31–40 31–40 31–40 years old 
Years in current position (mean) 2–3 2–3 2–3 4–5 3–5 years 
The percentages under the company names represent the ratios within each company. 
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m  ions. The transformation was performed in accordance with the map-
ing we had created in collaboration with each company representative.
We employed descriptive statistics and association rule learning
ARL) [20] , depending on the need and purpose of the analysis.
escriptive statistics was used to understand the background of the
espondents, and to summarize the responses to each survey question
hat was in quantitative form. We applied iterative thematic analysis
9] to the qualitative data. Furthermore, we applied ARL [20] on the
ull dataset to identify underlying patterns. 
The decision to apply ARL to the entire dataset as the main analysis
echnique was based on the study design. As the research topic is novel,
ur survey design and its underlying conceptual framework had to be
reated for the study. Our goal was to obtain empirical evidence for
heory-building. ARL allowed us to extract patterns from the data. Fur-
hermore, no prior knowledge existed about the respondent population
ith respect to our study focus. Due to lack of prior knowledge on the
opulation, and the theory-building goal, statistical testing was not
sed. We instead followed an exploratory data analysis approach. ARL
s a rule-based machine learning method, corresponding to Bayesian
nalysis, and is based on conditional probability. It is used to discover
nteresting relationships between different variables in large datasets,
nd was a good fit for discovering the patterns in our study. ARL finds
irect relationships between different subsets of values of variables,
nd can thus yield results that can be further analyzed to construct
entative theories. 
For ARL, the Apriori algorithm [3] is the best-known algorithm used
n a transactional dataset to mine frequent itemsets and then generate
ssociation rules. Association rules are generated after crossing the
hreshold for parameters, including support and confidence. Fig. 1
hows the formulae used for these parameters, for the rule of X ⟹ Y.
upport is an indication of how frequently the X and Y appear in the
atabase together, confidence indicates the number of times the if/then
tatements have been found to be true and lift of a rule is the ratio of
he observed support to that expected if X and Y were independent.
n other words, high support means the items co-occur frequently
nough, high confidence indicates that the rule is true often and high
ift indicates dependence and that the rule is not just a coincidence.
o perform the ARL analysis, we cleaned and pre-processed the entireig. 1. Formulae for support, confidence and lift for the association rule 
 ⟹ Y. 
f  
o
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–  ataset of survey responses to prepare for the Apriori algorithm. We
elected the categorical variables and regrouped them into three groups
n order not to increase the complexity. For instance, all the Likert-type
cales were regrouped into the categories disagreement, indecisiveness,
greement. After cleaning, we had a 130 ∗ 80 dataset of variables of
he survey responses and we ran the Apriori algorithm to generate
elationships between different subsets of values of variables. Out of the
housands of rules generated by the Apiori algorithm, we experimented
ith different combinations of support, confidence and lift parameters,
onsidering what each parameter indicates. 
In order to answer RQ1, we segmented the entire dataset by compa-
ies and performed descriptive analysis for each segment separately. For
Q2, we segmented the entire dataset by participant roles, i.e., develop-
rs, managers, UX designers and other roles, and performed descriptive
nalysis on each segment and compared them to each other. The role
ategory other was removed from the set as it included dissimilar roles
hat may not have related directly to software development, e.g., sales.
e also examined the responses to each individual question and cleaned
he data before further processing. All responses were usable although
ome had missing answers for some questions (indicated through the
I don’t know ” option). One question (question 8; see Appendix A )
id not offer meaningful results and was excluded from the analysis.
e believe the question may have been too complicated, as it re-
uired participants to make judgments regarding roles other than their
wn. 
In order to confirm our analysis methods and the results, we
mployed additional data analysis, such as calculating the Pearson
orrelation coefficient [1] among variables, using hierarchical cluster
nalysis and variable importance analysis [4,37] . The findings were
n line with our main analysis methods, descriptive statistics and ARL,
nd did not offer additional insights. Therefore, we excluded them in
his paper. All analysis was done using the R programming language. 
Finally, in order to confirm our conclusions and to allow our partici-
ants to comment on the results and conclusions and possibly use them
n their own contexts, we employed member checking [11] in company-
pecific feedback sessions with the company representatives and
elected participants. The member checking sessions resulted in some
inor clarifications of, for example, company job roles, and we received
eedback on how the questions had been understood. This strengthened
ur confidence in the decision to omit question 8 from the analysis. 
. Results 
In this section, we first present the profiles of the survey respondents
4.1). Second, we look into company-specific results, in order to better
nderstand their context and way of working with respect to user in-
olvement and experimentation practices (4.2). Afterwards, we explore
he overall survey responses from practitioner job functions’ standpoint
among developers, managers, and UX designers (4.3). Finally, using
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Fig. 2. User involvement statements (means) from question 7 of the survey. 
Q7.a: I know who uses the software I contribute to in my work, Q7.b: I need 
to ask for permission to contact users, Q7.c: I frequently have direct contact 
with users, Q7.d: I have sufficient information about users’ needs, Q7.e: I have 
information about users that is relevant to my work, Q7.f: The information I 
have about users is up to date. (Response options: 1: completely disagree, 2: 
disagree, 3: neither agree nor disagree, 4: agree, 5: completely agree.). 
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f  RL analysis, we identify underlying relationships and emerging trends
n the responses and report on the most important ones (4.4). 
.1. Sample 
In total, we received 130 responses to the survey. Table 2 sum-
arizes the demographics for each company. As shown in the table,
ompany D had the highest number of respondents (66), with the
ajority being developers (44), while Company B had the lowest
umber of respondents (8), with the majority being managers (6). The
able further shows that the respondents from Company C and D were
n average younger than those from Company A and B, where the
ges ranged between 31–40 years and 40–50 years respectively. In
articular, respondents from Company D had the longest experience in
heir respective current functional roles, i.e., an average of 4–5 years.
urthermore, the majority of the respondents worked in teams ranging
rom 6 to 10 people on average, except for those from Company B,
ho worked in teams of 20 on average. This is understandable, con-
idering that the majority of respondents (75%) from Company B were
anagers, who are likely to oversee a larger number of employees. 
.2. The state of user involvement and experimentation in companies 
To identify how software companies involve users in their develop-
ent practices, we asked the respondents to answer several questions
egarding their current development practices, and the methods and
ools that they use in experiments. Furthermore, we asked respondents
o tell us about situations where it was challenging to involve users
n their work. We also asked them to describe a typical experiment in
heir opinion and inquired further into experimentation. Here, first we
ook into responses on general software development, then we present
he responses on experimentation practices. 
.2.1. General software development 
To begin with, respondents were asked which of their development
ctivities most involved users. Three of the companies stated that users
ere more involved in specifying requirements – 71%, 75% and 79%
greement in Companies A, B, and D respectively. This is not surprising
s requirements for a product or service often come from existing or
otential users and customers. Company C, on the other hand, stated
hat testing was the activity in which they most commonly involved
sers (57% agreement). In total, the aggregated results show that while
pecifying requirements is the activity where the users are involved
he most, with 72% agreement, software implementation is where the
sers are involved the least, with 33% agreement. 
Fig. 2 shows the mean of the responses from each company on the
tatements regarding user involvement, which constitutes question 7 of
he survey. Overall, practitioners stated that they knew who used the
oftware they contributed to at work and that they had enough informa-
ion about them. There are a few exceptions: for instance, respondents
rom Company A, a large telecommunications company, showed moreTable 3 
Major reasons why users could not be involved in the development activities, accord
Theme Description 
Multi-layered user/customer structure Companies might often have customers who
it might not be possible to access their u
layers. In addition, the customers might t
wants. 
Time and budget constraints Even if users might be accessible, due to on
reach them. The customers might find it 
Lack of process There might be no clear process as to when
bureaucracy, such as getting the right per
Consent and privacy It might be difficult or impossible to obtain
as test labs, might not be the same as mo
Pre-determined requirements The user requirements might already be degreement on needing permission to contact their users. Respondents
rom Company B, which constitutes the smallest sample with 8 re-
pondents, with 6 of them being managers, indicated on the contrary
hat they did not need permission to contact users. Respondents from
ompany C, a company offering development toolkits to their users,
greed particularly strongly that they had frequent contact with users. 
On the other hand, we received 40 responses to the open question
here we asked respondents to describe a situation where involving
sers in development would be useful, but it was not possible to do
o. Table 3 shows the major reasons for users being inaccessible for
nvolvement in software development and experimentation, based on
ur thematic analysis. The most commonly mentioned reason was
he challenge of accessing the end users of the software due to the
ulti-layered structure of users and customers. Practitioners often
ork for their companies, which deliver the software solution to their
ustomer, who might then sell or deliver the product to their own users.
herefore, practitioners might not be allowed to contact the end users,
nd have to rely on the pre-determined user requirements delivered
o them. A practitioner said: “Sometimes the user requirements show a
ack of understanding of the technical solution. But instead of discussing
his with the user and exploring alternatives, it is done by the defined
equirements. [.] The resulting solution is often correct by the book but
ot what the user needed ”. Another respondent elaborated on reasons
hy (s)he could not involve users: “The customer feels that either they
re so knowledgeable about their users that they do not need to gather
urther information from them, or they plan to do so themselves and are noting to practitioners. 
# people 
 sell or deliver the software product to their own users; therefore, 
sers. There might also be financial conflicts between different 
hink that they are already knowledgeable about what the user 
11 
going commitments and tight deadlines, it might be difficult to 
costly to allow practitioners involve users in the process. 
7 
 and where to involve the users in development activities. Heavy 
mits to contact users, might also slow down the development. 
5 
 users’ consent due to privacy reasons. Alternative solutions, such 
nitoring users on-board an actual flight. 
4 
termined in advance, and practitioners are told to follow them. 5 
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Fig. 3. The proportions of the responses from companies to the question 11 –
“Does your company conduct experiments involving the users? ”. 
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Fig. 4. Responses to the Question 13 (means) of the survey. - To understand 
users’ needs better, ... Q13.a: data should always be collected because it might 
be needed later, Q13.b: data should only be collected when there is a known 
need or assumption, Q13.c: rich, detailed data about what users do is useful, 
Q13.d: focused data on a specific user action or behavior is useful, Q13.e: users 
themselves must be actively involved in shaping the software, Q13.f: we need 
to measure user behavior to decide what the software should be like. (Response 
options: 1: completely disagree, 2: disagree, 3: neither agree nor disagree, 4: 
agree, 5: completely agree.). 
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u  nterested in involving us due to financial interests, or they may be concerned
bout the cost of involving us ”. According to these responses, when such
ulti-layered structure exists between the practitioners and the end
sers, practitioners are left isolated from end users’ real needs. 
Furthermore, a second common reason why users could not be in-
olved in the development was time and budget constraints. A practi-
ioner explained that due to time pressure, it sometimes might be easier
o not involve users in the development but implement the user require-
ent right away: “A huge time pressure: implementing a solution takes only
 few hours, which are available right now, today. [Implementation with
o user involvement] won’t solve things but let’s see what the feedback will
e ”. We also learned that the lack of a process for involving users poses
 challenge. One practitioner pointed out: “[In one project] the business
oals and the product idea did not match. Without user insight it was not pos-
ible to formulate any sensible next steps for development. [.] In the process
omeone had already decided how the users would be involved in the pro-
ess, but it did not quite fit the current situation ”. Other practitioners also
entioned that they tended to avoid going through the bureaucracy of
nvolving users or they simply did not know how to involve users in de-
elopment activities. Lastly, we found out that practitioners might not
nvolve users in the development due to issues of user consent and pri-
acy. While some practitioners explained that they could not get the
ermits needed to involve users due to concerns about user privacy, one
ractitioner told us about the difference between observing user behav-
or with and without their knowledge: “The best feedback would be avail-
ble onboard a flight [the environment in which the software would be being
sed by the user], but it is hard to get consent [.]. Users can be invited to a test
ab, but it is a different setting compared to being onboard an actual flight ”.
.2.2. Experimentation 
In addition to general software development and user involvement,
ractitioners from each company were asked about experimentation.
ig. 3 shows the distribution of the responses over companies, when
he respondents were asked about how often their company conducted
xperiments involving users. The majority of the respondents from
ompany A and D stated that their companies actively conducted
xperiments (42% and 54% agreements), whereas those from Company
 and C reported occasionally conducting experiments (62% and 54%
greements) more. It is important to emphasize that no definition of
xperiments or experimentation was provided to the respondents in the
urvey. Right after question 11, we asked the respondents to describe typical experiment they had seen or been involved in within their
ompany in an open question. 
Experiments can be understood differently, depending on various
actors such as companies’ way of working and the different duties
equired by a job function. 46 respondents provided written comments
n what a typical experiment was in their company, according to
heir experiences and beliefs. Table 4 summarizes the two types of
escriptions of a typical experiment. 28 people described experiments
s UX/UI activities and user studies organized by practitioners from
X/UI teams. Commonly used terms to describe these experiments
ncluded: user studies, scenarios, surveys, interviews and walkthroughs . One
ractitioner explained the experimentation process in his company as:
Our UX designers typically present initial drafts of the UI to actual users,
nd test them out before any code is written. Similarly, users are often in-
olved throughout the development to test ready software and give feedback
bout it ”. On the other hand, 22 respondents described the experiments
sing the following terms: hypothesis-based, A/B tests, user analytics,
uilding MVPs and releasing part of a feature or software to (a subset of)
sers to collect data . Some respondents described the experimentation
rocess in their company involving both types as: “[When] a complexity
s observed in a workflow, this results in a hypothesis on how it could be
implified, to improve the user’s experience. The hypothesis is discussed, with
rawn sketches in case of UI issues, with users. When a satisfactory design
s identified, a simple implementation with pre-defined analytics hooks is
reated and deployed. Afterwards, deployment feedback from pilot users is
athered and compared with the analytics data. Based on both outcomes,
he feature is either left permanently in, or removed or refactored ”. These
ndings indicate that experiments can be understood differently. 
To gain a deeper understanding of the companies’ practices in
xperiment-driven development, we further inquired about data col-
ection practices in question 13 of the survey, as shown in Fig. 4 . The
tatements of the question were constructed to better determine whether
ifferent strategies for data collection and user involvement, such as fo-
used data collection, would be more preferable. From the responses, it
as identified that practitioners from Company A prefer data to be col-
ected not only when there is a need but in case it might be needed later.
or companies B, C and D, both constant collection of data and focused
ata on a specific user action is welcomed, with a greater preference for
ocused data. Rich and detailed data about what users do was found to be
seful by all the companies. Likewise, user behavior should be measured
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Table 4 
Type of experiments, as described by respondents. 
Type Description # people 
UX/UI activities and user 
studies 
Practitioners referred to activities and user studies organized and conducted by job functions, such as UX/UI 
designers, to describe experiments. The activities are referred to are: BDD stories, user stories, scenarios, 
usability tests, surveys, interviews, shadowing sessions, workshops, walkthroughs, talkalouds, mockups. 
28 
Hypothesis-based experiments 
and analytics 
Experiments that are driven by pre-defined hypotheses, measuring user behavior, collecting and using user 
data and analytics for experiments. Practitioners referred to the following terms when describing these 
experiments: A/B tests, prototypes, MVPs or MVFs, partial or limited release, piloting with proxy users. 
22 
Fig. 5. Responses to ethics statements (means) from questions 14 and 15 of the survey. (Note: Selected labels mentioned in the text are included here, the full 
statement-set can be found in the appendix.) Q14.a: Users do not need to know they are involved, Q14.b: If we collect personal information, users need to be notified, 
Q14.c: If no laws are being broken, users do not need to be notified, Q14.d: Users can be involved in an experiment without their knowledge if we let them know 
afterwards, Q14.e: Users should always be notified when they are being involved in an experiment, Q14.f: It is ok not to disclose all the experiment details to users 
involved, Q14.g: It is ok to intentionally deceive or mislead the user if experiment results depend on it, Q15.a: I cannot trust that the results will be correct, Q15.b: 
Involving users in experiments is time-consuming, Q15.c: Our company does not have the needed technical infrastructure, Q15.d: Users would not like to be part 
of software experiments, Q15.e: Users have to be convinced of the benefits before taking part, Q15.f: Experiments give users false expectations, Q15.g: Experiments 
reveal secrets about the product strategy (Response options: 1: completely disagree, 2: disagree, 3: neither agree nor disagree, 4: agree, 5: completely agree.). 
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i  nd users themselves also must be actively involved in the development.
ven though practitioners from Company A showed more indecisiveness
n measuring user behaviour to make software development decisions,
he difference among companies were observed to be small. Overall,
ractitioners do not disagree with a particular data collection strategy. 
The final set of questions in the survey, questions 14 and 15, ex-
lored the ethical perceptions of involving users in experiments, as well
s attitudes toward experimentation. Fig. 5 shows the statements on the
thics of experimentation. From the results, we observe both common
erceptions shared by all practitioners, and also exceptions for specific
ompanies. For instance, all practitioners showed strong agreement on
otifying the users about an experiment they are involved in, if their
ersonal information is to be collected. While they also tend to agree
n average that involving users in experiments is a time-consuming
ask, they disagree on average that experiments would reveal secrets
bout product strategy. Furthermore, we observed differences in the
nderstanding of user notification. For instance, employees of Company
 and B on average agreed that users should always be notified when
hey are involved in an experiment (Q14.e), while Company B neither
isagreed or agreed clearly, and Company D disagreed. In addition,
e see that respondents from Company B indicated more strongly
hat it is not acceptable to involve users in experiments without their
nowledge, even if they let them know afterwards (Q14.d). Another
xception specific to Company D is that all companies’ respondents,
xcept Company D, claimed that users have to be convinced of the
enefits before taking part in an experiment (Q15.e). In other to
nderstand the survey responses better, we investigate next whether
ny role differences exist among each of the four companies. .3. Software practitioner role analysis 
Here, we look at the full dataset of survey responses with respect
o developer, manager and UX designer roles. As Fig. 2 showed, of the
30 responses, 71 were developers, 23 were managers and 22 were
X designers. In addition, we see that the managers were all in the
ver-50 age group and worked with more than 20 people on a daily
asis, whereas developers worked with 6–10 people on a daily basis
nd UX designers with 3–5 people. 
Fig. 6 shows the average responses given by all three job functions to
uestions 7 and 9 of the survey, which inquire about user involvement
ctivities and the tools and methods used to involve users. We observe
hat there are differences in the average responses. For instance, man-
gers did not need feel the need to always ask for permission to contact
sers, while developers and UX designers might (Q7.b). While devel-
pers’ responses suggested that on average they did not have frequent
ontact with users, managers and UX designers did (Q7.c). UX design-
rs in general used all user involvement methods, while managers’
esponses indicate that they did not use any of the user involvement
ethods often, and developers’ responses indicate that they sometimes
sed recorded usage data of a software product, such as log data. 
With respect to experimentation, Fig. 7 a shows that by proportion,
X designers reported on conducting active experimentation the most,
ollowed by developers. In fact, none of the UX designers reported
o or rare experimentation. On the other hand, a small proportion of
evelopers and managers never conducted experiments. Furthermore,
he differences in perception of different roles regarding ethics in exper-
mentation can be seen in Fig. 7 b. In general, UX designers expressed
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Fig. 6. Responses to questions 7 and 9 (means) over roles. Q7.a: I know who uses the software I contribute to in my work, Q7.b: I need to ask for permission to 
contact users, Q7.c: I frequently have direct contact with users, Q7.d: I have sufficient information about users’ needs, Q7.e: I have information about users that is 
relevant for my work, Q7.f: The information I have about users is up to date. (Response options: 1: completely disagree, 2: disagree, 3: neither agree nor disagree, 
4: agree, 5: completely agree.) Q9.a: I remotely observe or interact with users when they are using the software (e.g., screen sharing), Q9.b: I interact with the users 
before they use the software, Q9.c: I interact with users after they use the software (e.g., post-use interview, feedback), Q9.d: Through recorded usage data (e.g., log 
data)) (Response options: 1: never, 2: rarely, 3: sometimes, 4: often, 5: always.). 
Fig. 7. (a) The proportions of the responses from three job functions to the question 11 – “Does your company conduct experiments involving the users? ”. (b) 
Responses to questions selected statements of 14 and 15 (means) over roles. Q14.a: Users do not need to know they are involved, Q14.c: If no laws are being broken, 
users do not need to be notified, Q14.d: Users can be involved in an experiment without their knowledge if we let them know afterwards, Q14.e: Users should 
always be notified when they are being involved in an experiment, Q14.f: It is ok not to disclose all the experiment details to users involved, Q15.e: Users have to be 
convinced of the benefits before taking part, Q15.g: Experiments reveal secrets about the product strategy. (Response options: 1: completely disagree, 2: disagree, 3: 
neither agree nor disagree, 4: agree, 5: completely agree). 
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e  ore indecisiveness on notifying users of an experiment. In particular,
he statement “Users should always be notified when they are being
nvolved in an experiment ” (Q14.e) separated all roles: managers
greed, UX designers disagreed and developers showed indecisiveness.
anagers showed a different perception on needing to convince the
sers to take part in experiments, as well (Q15.e) – they thought that
sers should be convinced of the benefits of the experiments before
aking part in it. With respect to execution of experiments, on average
ll job functions seemed to accept exceptions, such as that some details
f the experiments could be kept away from the users. Even though we
oticed differences in the average responses of different job functions,e keep in mind that the sample sizes are not equal, and company
ontexts may have influenced the way the equivalent roles worked.
ext, we look at all the results from all points of views we have reported
o far, in order to explore underlying relationships. 
.4. Association rule learning 
Association rules are if/then statements that help uncover relation-
hips between seemingly unrelated data in a database. We examined
he full dataset with association rule learning (ARL) analysis [20] to
xplore what relationships exist among the variables of the dataset of
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Table 5 
Most important rules produced by the Apriori algorithm. (Note 1: The wording in the rules are adjusted for understandability. Note 2: Count represents the frequency 
of the rule occurring in the dataset.). 
# Antecedent Consequent Confidence Support Count 
1 {Data does not need to always be collected in case it might be 
needed later AND we need to measure user behavior to decide 
what the software should be like} 
⟹ {Data should only be collected when 
there is a known need or assumption} 
1 0.169 22 
2 {It is acceptable not to disclose all the experiment details to users 
involved AND I have information about users that is relevant to my 
work AND I often use log data} 
⟹ {Focused data on a specific user action or 
behavior is useful} 
1 0.2 26 
3 {I am actively conducting experiments AND I have information about 
users that is relevant to my work AND I often use log data } 
⟹ {Focused data on a specific user action or 
behavior is useful} 
1 0.16 21 
4 {I am a developer AND data does not need to only be collected when 
there is a known need or assumption} 
⟹ {Rich, detailed data about what users do 
is useful} 
1 0.215 28 
5 {Data should always be collected because it might be needed later 
AND I often use log data} 
⟹ {Rich, detailed data about what users do 
is useful} 
1 0.2 26 
6 {Users need to know they are involved AND even if no laws are 
being broken, users need to be notified AND Users cannot be 
involved in an experiment without their knowledge even if we let 
them know afterwards AND users have to be convinced of the 
benefits before taking part} 
⟹ {Users should always be notified when 
they are being involved in an 
experiment} 
1 0.13 17 
7 {Users need to know they are involved AND users cannot be involved 
in an experiment without their knowledge even if we let them 
know afterwards AND rich, detailed data is useful AND users 
themselves must be actively involved in shaping the software} 
⟹ {Users should always be notified when 
they are being involved in an 
experiment} 
1 0.15 20 
8 {Users need to know they are involved AND even if no laws are 
being broken, users need to be notified AND involving users in 
experiments is time-consuming AND users would like to be part of 
experiments} 
⟹ {Users should always be notified when 
they are being involved in an 
experiment} 
1 0.13 17 
9 {Users need to know they are involved AND Even if no laws are 
being broken, users need to be notified AND users can not be 
involved in an experiment without their knowledge even if we let 
them know afterwards AND I cannot trust that experiment results 
will be correct} 
⟹ {Involving users in experiments is 
time-consuming} 
1 0.092 12 
10 {I am a manager AND users need to know they are involved AND 
users should always be notified when they are being involved in 
an experiment} 
⟹ {Users cannot be involved in an 
experiment without their knowledge 
even if we let them know afterwards} 
1 0.107 14 
11 {I work in Company D AND users do not need to know they are 
involved AND It is acceptable not to disclose all the experiment 
details to users involved} 
⟹ {Users do not need to always be notified 
when they are being involved in an 
experiment} 
1 0.115 15 
12 {I work in Company D AND I actively conduct experiments AND 
users do not always need to be notified when they are being 
involved in an experiment AND users do not have to be convinced 
of the benefits before taking part} 
⟹ {It is acceptable not to disclose all the 
experiment details to users involved} 
1 0.107 14 
13 {Users do not always need be notified when they are being involved 
in an experiment AND rich, detailed data about what users do is 
useful AND I often use log data} 
⟹ {I work in Company D} 1 0.16 21 
14 {I do not need permission to contact users AND users would like to 
be part of experiments AND I have sufficient information about 
users’ needs AND I have information about users that is relevant to 
my work} 
⟹ {It is easy for me to obtain user info} 1 1.805 21 
15 {I frequently have direct contact with users AND it is easy for me to 
obtain user info AND we need to measure user behavior to decide 
what the software should be like} 
⟹ {I have information about users that is 
relevant to my work} 
1 0.23 30 
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a  urvey responses. These variables correspond to each statement under
he survey questions. As a result, we chose the most important rules, as
resented in Table 5 . For instance, Rule 1 appears as: 
{Data does not need to be always be collected in case it might be needed
ater AND we need to measure user behavior to decide what the software
hould be like} ⟹ {Data should only be collected when there is a known
eed or assumption} (Confidence = 1, Support = 0.169, Count = 22) 
This rule indicates that the respondents who ranked the statements
n the left hand side (aka antecedent ) as shown, also agreed with the
tatement in the right hand side (aka consequent ). Confidence parameter
qual to 1 means that the rule is a logical rule, meaning that the rule
ccurs 100% of the time. Count represents how many times the rule has
een observed in the dataset. In this case, 22 practitioners responded
o the three statements stated in Rule 1, as shown in the table. For all
he rules, we filtered them by highest confidence and support, while
imultaneously considering the highest lift parameter. In Table 5 , we
resent confidence and support parameters, as well the number of
ccurrences (count). It is important to emphasize that all the rulesisted in the table have the confidence parameter 1, which means that
or all the responses containing the antecedent, the consequent was
ound to be true. Therefore, count represents the number of respondents
ho responded to the survey statements as described in each rule. 
The most important rules found b y ARL analysis reveal several
rends across the entire dataset with respect to various aspects of
xperiment-driven development and user involvement. By further
nalyzing the important rules, we established six categories (named
s patterns) that describe the rules. These patterns are listed in
able 6 and constitute the basis for the theoretical contribution of this
aper. 
When we looked at the rules that indicate practitioners’ preference
or focused data collection (Rules 1–3), we observed that a large subset
f these practitioners also reported that they weer confident about
nowing the users and that they had enough information about them.
urthermore, these practitioners were also likely to report on active
xperimentation, as well as allowing exceptions such as not disclosing
ll the details of an experiment to the users. We formed the focused
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Table 6 
Patterns created based on association rules. 
# Pattern Description Related Rule 
1 Focused data collection A pattern indicating that data does not always need be collected in case it might be needed 
later. User behavior should be measured to know how the software should be like. People 
who follow this pattern report that they actively conduct experiments, often use log data and 
have relevant user information, and they opt for focused data collection. 
Rule 1, 2 and 3 
2 Wide data collection A group of respondents is associated with the pattern that data should not only be collected 
when there is a known need or assumption, but instead, rich and detailed data about what 
users do is always useful. A large group of developers is associated with this pattern, which 
also includes respondents who agree that data should always be collected because it might be 
needed later and who often use log data as a data collection method. 
Rule 4 and 5 
3 Conservative ethical attitude Regardless of any exception, users should always be notified of an experiment. This pattern also 
includes respondents who are likely to think that users have to be convinced of the benefits 
before taking part in an experiment, experiment results might not be trustworthy, and 
involving users in experimentation is time-consuming. 
Rule 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10 
4 Permissive ethical attitude A group of respondents disagree that users should always be notified or need to know that they 
are involved in an experiment. They also feel that it is acceptable to not disclose some 
experimental details to users. Respondents in this pattern are likely to think that users do not 
need to be convinced to take part in experiments. 
Rule 11, 12 and 13 
5 Unrestrained experimentation A pattern including a group of respondents who opted for wide data collection (Pattern 2) and 
who are associated with permissive ethical attitude (Pattern 4), such as not allowing the 
disclosure of all the experiment details to the users and disagreeing that the users have to be 
convinced to take part. A subset of these respondents also reported active experimentation 
practices. Company D was found to be highly associated with this pattern. 
Rule 4, 5, 11, 12 and 13 
6 Easy user access Easy access to user information is associated with not needing permission to contact users, 
direct user access, and having relevant and sufficient user information. People who opted for 
these statements were also likely to think that users would want to be part of experiments. 
Rule 14 and 15 
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s  ata collection pattern based on these associations, which resides on
he polar side of the wide data collection pattern. Wide data collection
attern was formed based on the responses of a group of developers (28
evelopers) who disagreed with collecting data only when there is a
eed for it, and simultaneously agreed that rich and detailed data about
hat users do is useful. Likewise, a subset of responses indicates that
hese practitioners were also likely to think that data should always
e collected because it might be needed later and they reported using
roduct usage data, such as log data, to involve users in development. 
We observed several rules regarding ethical perceptions of exper-
mentation and involving users that point to two different trends. On
ne side we observed a trend in which a group of practitioners adopted
 conservative ethical attitude (Rules 6–10). These practitioners opted to
otify users of an experiment, regardless of any exception such as no-
ifying them after the experiment. A group of managers (14 managers)
hared a stance: users cannot be involved in an experiment without
heir knowledge even if we let them know afterwards. We found that
hese practitioners were also likely to believe that users have to be
onvinced of the benefits of an experiment before taking part in it, and
hat involving users in experiments is a time-consuming task. Further-
ore, these practitioners suspected the trustworthiness of experiment
esults. 
On the other hand, we observed that another group of respondents
hought otherwise: users should not always be notified of experiments
nd they do not always need to know that they are involved in an
xperiment (Rules 11–13). A subset of these respondents came from
ompany D and they agreed that not disclosing some experiment details
o the users was acceptable. Moreover, we also observed an association
etween allowing exceptions in user notification and expecting users to
ake part in experiments willingly. The permissive ethical attitude pattern
as formed to describe these associations. 
Rules 4–5, 11–13 shared a common value for a variable for one
roup of practitioners: they were all from Company D. Upon further
nvestigation, rule 13 revealed that 21 respondents from Company
 opted for statements that are in-line with both permissive ethical
ttitude and wide data collection patterns. We had already seen in
ules 4–5 and 11–12 that people who opted for wide data collection are
ikely to be developers and using usage data, and they allow exceptionso user notification in an experiment. We therefore constructed the
attern Unrestrained experimentation to describe this inter-pattern,
hich is specific to Company D. 
Lastly, another subset of practitioner responses indicated that
ot needing permission to contact users, and contacting users often,
s associated with having relevant and sufficient information about
sers, which led us to construct the pattern called easy user access .
urthermore, this group of respondents tended to believe that they
hould measure user behavior and that users would like to take part in
xperiments. We further discuss these patterns in the next section. 
. Discussion 
In the Results section, we first described the sample together with
emographics. Next, we outlined the overall results regarding the
urrent status of user involvement in companies, while reporting
n interesting company-specific results. Then, we looked at the full
ataset and examined it from developers’, managers’ and UX designers’
erspectives. Lastly, we further analyzed the entire dataset to uncover
nderlying relationships that indicate different trends regarding in-
olving users in experimentation. In this section, we discuss the study
ndings while answering each research question. 
RQ1: How do software companies involve users in software development
nd experimentation with software products and services? 
The state of user involvement in software development revealed
oth common and distinctive findings on companies. We learned
hat in all the companies, users were most involved in specifying the
equirements, while implementation was reported as the software
evelopment activity in which the users were least involved. Further-
ore, respondents indicated that even though, on average, they did not
ontact the users often, they were knowledgeable about user needs and
ad relevant, up-to-date information. However, when we asked them
o describe situations in which they wanted to involve users in their job
unction but could not, we discovered interesting reasons. 
A practitioner explained: “.in most projects (designing and building
pplications for customers) we have little or no access to actual end users [.]
his lack of continuous direct contact regularly leads to bad design decisions
imply due to insufficient information on user needs ”. Our thematic analysis
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O  ointed out that multi-layered user structures pose a great challenge
or practitioners in obtaining access to users. This finding is in line with
he challenge pointed out by Lindgren and Munch [25] in experiment
ystems, which is limited user access due to business-to-business (B2B)
ompany structures. Financial conflicts can occur in between B2B
ompanies, and it might also be expensive to involve users in software
evelopment because of time constraints. Furthermore, issues regarding
ser consent and privacy, as well as a lack of process, hinder the user
nvolvement process. Findings from Rissanen and Munch [31] ’s case
tudy on experimentation in B2B domains also confirm our findings:
sers can be customers’ customers and legal agreements might be re-
uired to collect data. In addition, respondents mentioned the problem
f having pre-determined user requirements that are not representative
f what the user actually wants. One practitioner gave an example of
he consequences of invalidated user requirements: “If I could get a hold
f [user] analytics, I could show that one of the buttons that took me a few
ays to build was not clicked by anyone in the past year. This would give me
everage to better optimize our development schedule ”. Testing the usage of
he product through experiments would validate the user requirement
entioned in the practitioner’s example. However, not being able to ac-
ess users prevents the practitioner from conducting such experiments. 
As we discussed in the background section, software experimenta-
ion as a term has been used inconsistently by the existing work [33] .
urthermore, we believe that the current state of experimentation in
ompanies is affected by how individuals and different roles in an
rganization understand experiments and experimentation. Motivated
y these concerns, we intentionally avoided offering a definition
or the term, but rather asked the respondents to describe what an
xperiment is according to their experiences and beliefs. We found
hat there are two major perspectives on what experiments are. The
ajority of the respondents described typical experiments as UX/UI
esigners’ activities conducted with users. For instance, one employee
escribed a typical experiment as: “The UX team arranges frequent
bservation workshops where new use cases are walked through with
ifferent customers ”. On the other hand, the descriptions provided by
he rest of the respondents showed more awareness of hypothesis-based
xperimentation and other related methods and techniques such as A/B
ests, user analytics and limited time release. For instance, one of them
escribed the experimentation process as: “We’ve done several feature
xperiments, published them to the production and then followed their
ake-up rate. We’ve also done many sorts of ’growth hacking’ experiments
ithin our service and we are also currently in the middle of a big A/B test
hat will have a big impact on our future roadmap ”. These descriptions
re in-line with the core elements of experiment-driven development,
hich indicates that respondents are following the approach. 
It is important to note that there are two different perspectives
n describing the experiments, one as UX/UI activities and one as
ypothesis-based experiments and analytics, and we do not claim that
nly one of them is acceptable. In the background and related work
ection we have reviewed the definition, main concepts and elements of
xperiment-driven development, such as evaluating software product
eatures with testable hypothesis and short validation cycles. However,
e also acknowledge that experiment-driven development can use
nstantiations or parts of other practices such as usability engineering
nd user-centric design, and can cover a broader scope. For instance,
 broader description of experimentation was offered by Gutbrod et al.
19] , where they report on their multi-case study with several startup
ompanies, where experiments were run in various forms, including
nterviews, trade show testing, landing page, A/B testing and MVP
esting, depending on the specific need for the experiment. However,
hen there are differences in perceiving the approach in an company,
here might be risks stemming from mismatched understandings. For
nstance, some practitioners might believe that experiments are/should
e conducted only by the UX designers. When they do not consider
hemselves to be designing or running experiments, they might be
esistant to adapting to experiment-driven development. Therefore, its advisable for the companies to address such differences and fix the
bjectives for adopting the approach accordingly. 
We also looked into findings that stand out for the companies.
or instance, Company D had the biggest proportion of respondents
ngaged in active experimentation, and respondents showed more
exibility on user notification and experiment execution strategies,
uch as not disclosing some of the details of an experiment. These
ndings might mean that, as employees of a large digital consultancy
ompany which provides software solutions to its customers, the survey
articipants were familiar with experiment-driven development. 
RQ2: How do developer, manager and UX designer roles perceive and
nvolve users in experimentation? 
Practitioner role directly affects individuals’ working methods and
he tools they use with respect to both general software development
nd experimentation. Furthermore, practitioner role affects not only
ow individuals perceive software experiments, but also the ethical
ssues concerning the experiments. In particular, practitioners tend
o rationalize what is acceptable on ethical issues in accordance with
heir job function, especially when their organizations’ regulations and
olicies concerning user data collection are not clearly defined. On
he other hand, we see a clear boundary in that practitioners show a
nified understanding on users always being notified if their personal
nformation is collected in the experiments. 
To begin with UX designers, we found that they have the most
requent and direct contact with the users, they are confident about
he quality of the information they have about the users, and they
onduct experiments actively. Most interestingly, they are the group
ho allows for exceptions in user notification the most: users do not
eed to be always notified of experiments and it might be acceptable
ot to disclose all the experiment details to them. Furthermore, they
id not think that users have to be convinced of the benefits in advance
or that experiments would reveal product secrets. The UX designers’
nthusiastic attitude towards experimentation can be due to the nature
f their job function. They are in general familiar with user studies
nd different methods such as prototyping, mockups, user surveys and
nterviews. As we discussed in answering RQ1, the broader description
f experimentation fits well with UX designers’ way of working. 
While UX designers allow for exceptions such as letting users know
f the experiment they take part in after the experiment has concluded,
anagers stood out for their protective attitude and caution toward
xperimentation involving users. For instance, managers believe most
trongly that users must be informed of an experiment and they forbid
xceptions to this. Due to their job function and way of working,
anagers might not be familiar with experiment-driven development;
owever, they are protective about company-customer relationships. 
In general, developers reported the least frequent contact with
sers, and ranked the lowest on having sufficient and up-to-date user
nformation. We also identified in our ARL analysis that a significant
umber of developers favored wide data collection. In addition, the re-
ults showed that developers also consider exceptions in notifying users
f experiments, such as users being informed after the experiments.
t is important to consider that our sample included 71 developers,
hich constitutes 55% of the total population. Why do the majority
f developers opt for wide data collection? Unfortunately, since we
id not have any assumptions about the job functions and associations
ith experiment-driven development, it is difficult to interpret the
esults. To our best knowledge, there is no directly related work on
xperiment-driven development from the point of view of practitioners’
oles. However, the role of practitioners and their point of view in
oftware experimentation has been indirectly addressed by publications
uch as Mattos et al. [26] , in terms of the roles required in experiments,
uch as data analysts and data scientists. 
RQ3: What patterns emerge from practitioners’ views on user involvement
n experimentation? 
Table 6 lists the six patterns that emerged in our ARL analysis.
verall we observed two patterns regarding user data collection
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b  focused data collection and wide data collection); two patterns
oncerning ethics of user notification and involvement (conservative
thical attitude and permissive ethical attitude); a pattern on practicing
xperimentation adapting to a company’s way of working (unrestrained
xperimentation) and finally, a pattern on accessing the user (easy
ser access). It is important to keep in mind that the patterns were not
ormed to describe the survey responses dataset in a mutually exclusive
ashion. Instead they have been constructed to explain subsets of trends
hat emerged from the dataset. 
Focused data collection indicates that there should be up-front
uestions, assumptions, and hypotheses with which to start or guide the
ata collection. Otherwise, data collection with no guidance may result
n vast amounts of data, which might become difficult to perform mean-
ngful analysis on. Lindgren and Munch [25] explain that the core idea
f experiment-driven development, data collection for the experiments,
s carried out based on business-related questions and assumptions to be
valuated. Therefore, we treat focused data collection pattern as a part
f the experiment-driven development mindset. As we observe that the
espondents who conducted experiments actively and who measured
ser behavior also opted for focused data collection, we argue that they
re already familiar with experiment-driven development. 
On the other hand, we observed a large group of developer respon-
ents, who believed that data does not need to be collected only when
here is a need or assumption. Another statement that complements
his thought is that data should be always collected because it might
e needed later. Even though focused and wide data collection are not
ogical contraries, we can observe that respondents tend to rate these
tatements consistently, ending up in only one of the groups. The main
xception is that the respondents who opted for wide data collection
lso reported that they used methods such as log data to observe user
ehavior, the same as the focused data collection pattern. This might
ean that respondents involved in both focused data and wide data
ollection patterns acknowledged observing user behavior, but one
roup opted for more structured data collection that requires prepara-
ory work, whereas the other opted for wide data collection. This could
e due to protective reasons in case of emerging situations where
ertain data, such as usage data of a product, might become necessary.
urthermore, we know from the results that respondents emphasize
he difficulty in involving end users in their work due to multi-layered
ser/customer structure. We also discussed that UX designers are close
o the end users due to the nature of their work and they are familiar
ith experimentation and its core elements. Based on this, we might
onclude that developers might not be as familiar with experiment-
riven development as UX designers, since it might be harder for them
o gain access to end users to plan and conduct experiments involving
hem. 
Along the ethical line of inquiry, we were able to identify two
pposing ways of perceiving the ethics of experimentation. Interest-
ngly, respondents who believed that users should always be notified
f experiments were likely to think that users have to be convinced to
ake part in an experiment, experiments can be time consuming and
xperimental results might not be correct. Remembering the findings
n UX designers’ enthusiastic attitude toward experimentation and
anagers’ cautious attitude towards user notification, we may argue
hat respondents who think negatively about experimentation and user
nvolvement might not be familiar with experiment-driven develop-
ent. On the other hand, a group of respondents allowed for exceptions
n user notification, such as withholding some experiment details from
sers when necessary. One important question to raise is: Can allowing
uch exceptions in user notification regarding ethics be an element of
he experiment-driven mindset? Even though the permissive ethical
ttitude pattern is associated with a positive attitude on users wanting
o take part in experiments and the trustworthiness of experimentation
esults, it is difficult to answer this question. Unfortunately, there have
ot been many studies on the ethics of experimentation in literature.
thical issues have only been addressed in two related works to ournowledge: Mattos et al. [26] address issues such as how users involved
n experiments should be assured that their data would not be used for
ther purposes, while in their mapping study, Ros et al. [32] draw at-
ention to the ethics of experimentation and the need to investigate the
opic further. We also identified from the open question of our survey
hat unclear policies and concerns about user consent and privacy pose
 challenge for practitioners in involving users in their job function. As
esearch that focuses on this subject is only just accumulating, we need
ore studies to evaluate the question we have raised. 
Company D was found to be highly associated with wide data
ollection and permissive ethical attitude patterns. As we discussed
arlier, Company D had different characteristics from the others: it had
he highest number of respondents in total and also the highest ratio of
evelopers with respect to all developers (86%). Therefore, we acknowl-
dged that Company D was likely to be seen to follow various rules in
ur ARL analysis due to statistical power. However, at the same time we
lso have evidence to believe that Company D, being a large digital con-
ultancy company that provides software solutions to its customers, who
hen deliver the solution to their users, follows active experimentation
ractices. Company D being highly associated with two patterns might
ean that the company has its own way of practicing experiment-driven
evelopment. For instance, while being active in experimentation, it
ight be still difficult for them to plan experiments with end users due
o multi-layered structures. As a result, they might opt to collect as
uch as data as possible from the end users when possible, as otherwise
here might be no data available. Company D can benefit from a careful
xamination of their experimentation process, especially in terms of
ser involvement, in order to address difficulties in accessing end
sers. 
The easy user access pattern described the group of respondents who
id not need permission for user contact, who had direct access to the
sers and who were confident about the quality of the user information
hey had. These people were also likely to believe that users would want
o take part in experiments. Even though we believe that needing per-
ission to contact users is company-dependent, this pattern indicates
hat there is a link between easy user access and practitioners’ attitudes
oward experimentation involving users. Furthermore, our finding
rom the open question revealed that lack of process regarding user
nvolvement in the companies might discourage practitioners. We can
herefore interpret that organizations might need to define their user
nvolvement process in order to enable experiment-driven development.
. Implications and limitations 
Due to the novelty of the research field of continuous experimen-
ation, there has been no common understanding on different angles
f experimentation, such as operational and organizational aspects,
nd where practitioners’ views reside. In this study, the six patterns
ere constructed based on our ARL analysis to describe existing
rends in practitioners’ views on experiment-driven development and
ser involvement. We believe that our study findings, the patterns
n particular, can be used by software practitioners to examine their
ositions with respect to experimentation and user involvement. We
o not strictly claim which set of patterns constitutes the right mindset
or an experiment-driven development approach. On the contrary,
e found and discussed in this study that companies can adopt and
ractise the approach so that it fits their way of working, as well as their
rganizational goals. For instance, we pointed out that even though
ocused data collection is associated with experiment-driven develop-
ent by existing literature, Company D was found to opt for wide data
ollection, while they reported conducting active experimentation and
eld a welcoming attitude toward experimentation practices in general.
uestions such as: “Do practitioners want to gather as much data as
ossible because it is convenient in case it is needed? ” can be further
sked, and implications, such as the complexity of data analysis, can
e investigated to improve development activities. Similarly, we may
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 eek answers to the question, “Does the conservative user notification
olicy emerge from lack of understanding of scientific experimentation
nd biases or from concerns about user consent and privacy? ”. We
earned from our survey results that uncertainties about data collection,
rocessing and user notification with respect to experimentation and
ser involvement posed a challenge, and can prevent organizations
rom transitioning to continuous experimentation. 
In addition, the patterns on the ethical line of inquiry in particular
howed that there are two opposite trends in perceiving ethics of experi-
entation and user involvement, and they are highly associated with fa-
iliarity with experiment-driven development and practitioner roles. In
act, we claim that practitioners tend to rationalize what is acceptable in
thical issues in accordance with their job function. We argue that, due
o a lack of clear processes for involving users in development activities
nd experimentation in organizations, as well as the lack of research and
egulations about ethics of experimentation in general, practitioners’
iews can be based on their own experiences and beliefs. Once future
esearch and regulations such as European GDPR 2 offer more insights,
he ethical issues involved in experiment-driven development can be
etter understood. However, organizations themselves should examine
heir practises and enable processes for user involvement, as well as
reating an organizational culture for continuous experimentation. Our
atterns can act as guidelines to initiate such examination. 
Furthermore, our study might be subject to several validity threats
nd limitations. To begin with the survey, the initial survey was
rafted by the first three authors of this paper – researchers who
ave experience in experiment-driven development. Following that,
epresentatives from each company were contacted. Due to the different
ompany domains and contexts, the survey was tailored together with
ach representative, in an iterative fashion, while maintaining the same
oal and structure. For instance, options for the job functions were
dded, removed or modified depending on the actual roles in each
ompany. For the data analysis, however, we grouped the roles into
ategories so as to enable comparison between the companies. The
rouping was largely informed by the representatives’ descriptions of
he roles. For example, through discussions, we were able to group data
nalytics and operations people as developers . 
In order to prevent bias, we purposefully avoided including an
xplanation or example of what an experiment is, the elements of
xperimentation or implications of ethical issues. We wanted to observe
hat the respondents considered to be an experiment and how they
erceived ethical issues by themselves. This was also one of the objec-
ives of the study – to identify how software practitioners perceive what
xperiments are. For this purpose, we asked respondents to describe a
ypical experiment that they had conducted or been involved in, as well
s any challenges they had faced in involving users in these experiments.
hese descriptions helped us identify the similarities and differences in
heir perceptions of what an experiment or experimentation with users
s. Furthermore, different forms of data helped us cross-validate the
ndings. 
An important challenge was the fact that the number of respondents
rom each company and the distribution of the roles differed greatly.
his introduced some risks. For example, due to their high number,
evelopers had a greater influence in the identified patterns. However,
e analyzed the whole dataset from multiple angles: we looked at
ach company in detail with the aim of understanding their way
f working and culture with respect to user involvement in general
evelopment and practicing experimentation. Furthermore, we looked
t the data from practitioner roles’ point of view, in order to better
apture similarities and differences in skills and practices with respect
o experiment-driven development. Lastly, we looked at the general
rends over the whole dataset using ARL analysis, and compared the
esults to the previous findings from the aforementioned analyses. Data2 https://www.eugdpr.org/ 
h  
w  
w  riangulation helped us determine the consistency of the findings. By
mploying different analysis techniques, we were able to acknowledge
he differences in the population. Furthermore, in terms of the concep-
ual framework we developed for the survey design, we have gained
nsights into our assumptions, such as the assumption that practitioners
ight understand the experimentation differently and they might
refer different data collection methods accordingly. 
In general, it is difficult to fully predict how the company domains,
tructures and cultures influenced the practitioners’ responses. Nowa-
ays, middle and large-sized companies in particular have multiple
imultaneous development projects that might require different sets of
evelopment methods and techniques. In our study, company contexts
iffered, ranging from telecommunications to digital consultancy.
urthermore, we discovered that the companies’ multi-layered user and
ustomer structures make a difference in how practitioners practice
xperiment-driven development. As we did not have any prior knowl-
dge on the population or the companies’ way of working, we focused
n determining existing trends and patterns across the whole responses,
hile trying to utilize the information we gathered on the demographics
f the respondents to better understand the existing results. In terms
f generalizability, we are very interested in seeing how these patterns
pply to different populations and in different company domains and
ultures. As future work, we intend to conduct additional research
n different populations and contexts, so that our findings can be
valuated. 
. Conclusion 
The benefits of experiment-driven development and data-driven
ecision making are acknowledged by many successful software
evelopment companies and academia. Big technology pioneers are
nown to run up to hundreds of experiments at a time on their own
xperimentation platforms. However, in many other organizations,
specially where the experimentation culture has not been fully estab-
ished, lack of understanding of resources and capabilities can impede
ransitioning to continuous experimentation. In this study, we used
 survey to examine four Nordic development companies to identify
heir current state of user involvement in software development and
iews on experimentation, as well as the ethics of involving users in
xperiments. We identified six patterns from the responses that describe
he different perceptions and attitudes held by practitioner groups with
espect to experiment-driven software development, and we discussed
he influence of the practitioner role. 
Experimentation can take place in different forms and at different
tages of software development. Most importantly, it can be perceived
nd practiced differently in different organizations and by different
ractitioner roles. In this study, we discovered that personal beliefs and
ork experience have a strong influence on how software experiments
re perceived. For instance, UX designers tend to recognize experiments
s UX/UI-related studies and prefer methods of user data collection
hat are in line with their job function. Furthermore, we found that
he practitioner role affects not only how individuals perceive software
xperiments, but also the ethical issues involved. Practitioners tend
o rationalize what is acceptable in ethical issues in accordance with
heir job function. For instance, managers are cautious about the
ompany-customer relationship, and they think that users should
lways be notified of experiments in advance, whereas UX designers
llow for exceptions such as letting them know afterwards. Such
ifferences in ethics indicate that organizations have to work on their
egulations and policies concerning user data collection, especially in
ccordance with data protection regulations that their organizations are
ubject to. 
The patterns we identified from the practitioners’ responses revealed
ow different viewpoints and beliefs come together when practitioners
ere asked to describe experiment-driven development. For instance,
e identified a group of respondents who were already familiar with the
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(pproach and they valued the core elements of experimentation, such
s having testable hypotheses. On the other hand, we found a group of
eople who were hesitant about involving users in experiments due to
arious reasons: experimentation can be time-consuming, users might
ot want to participate in experiments and experiment results might
ot be correct. These practitioners at the same time also stated con-
erns about unclear user involvement processes in their organizations,
ncluding multi-layered company structures and user consent. Due to
hese concerns, practitioners might not be ready or willing to plan
nd conduct experiments with users. Organizations need to address
uch concerns, especially when there is no clear process or common
nderstanding on user access, user consent and experimentation. 
In this study, we took the first steps toward theory-building. Our
atterns can be used to detect existing trends and to describe and
nderstand software organization stances on experiment-driven devel-
pment. Therefore, the existing ways of working or processes that are
ndermining experiment-driven development could be determined, and
e can discover what skills and tools could enhance experiment-driven
evelopment. Such examination can aid a better evaluation of organi-
ational needs and goals in adopting continuous experimentation. In
uture work, replicating our study in different company contexts and
opulations would be important to gain additional data for evaluating
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